
Call for Entry to the 2016 Smithsonian Craft Show 
Applications due September 20, 2015 

 
New artists who have not exhibited at the Smithsonian Craft Show  
in the past and “alumni” of the Show are all encouraged to apply.   
Click on Apply 2016 Show for application details 
 

Charge to the Jurors 
The Smithsonian Women’s Committee is dedicated to presenting to 
the public the best of American crafts in an environment of proven 
quality and unwavering support for the artists’ vision, creativity and 
work ethic. You are asked to give your full attention to the goal of 
selecting the most accomplished artisans in our applicant pool. You 
should not be dismissive if an artist’s style of work has remained 
relatively unchanged for some years — if this style is the unique 
design statement originating and identified with the artist and if the 
work still seems exciting and innovative. We encourage you to 
choose new and innovative work if it reflects excellence, is well 
conceived and expertly executed without technical faults, and is 
indicative of the unique design, skill and vision of the best American 
crafts. We ask that you strive to choose a show balanced among 
media, but not if doing so results in eliminating a more talented artist. 
We have confidence in your ability to recognize and choose the finest 
work available in the 2015 applicant pool. 

 
Jurors for the 2016 Smithsonian Craft Show 

 
 
Joyce Lovelace has been a contributing editor for American Craft Magazine since 
1995.  Prior to that she was a staff editor at the Magazine for 13 years. During that 
time she has met and profiled hundreds of the most talented craftspeople in 
America, as well as countless dedicated craft advocates.  
 

 
Carol Sauvion is the Creator, Executive Producer and Director of Craft in 
America, the documentary series celebrating American craft and the artists who 
bring it to life. Sauvion is the Executive Director of the non-profit organization 
Craft in America, which has a mission is to promote and advance original 
handcrafted work through educational programs in all media.  For the past thirty-
five years she has been the director of Freehand, her Los Angeles gallery 
specializing in functional craft. 
 

 
 
Anna Walker has spent the past six years in Houston, first as a Curatorial Fellow 
and Curator at the Houston Center for Contemporary Craft and currently as the 
Windgate Foundation Curatorial Fellow for Contemporary Fine Craft at the 
Museum of Fine Arts in Houston.  Her professional career has focused on 
curating multiple exhibitions relating to contemporary fine craft in American. 

 
 

http://smithsoniancraftshow.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/CS_2016_application_final_5-13.pdf
https://www.linkedin.com/vsearch/p?title=Curatorial+Fellow&trk=prof-exp-title

